Ibiza 2002

The fourth generation SEAT Ibiza saw the Spanish company's reputation for offering stylish,
affordable cars ramp up another notch. With sleek styling and a burgeoning reputation for top
notch build quality, the Ibiza rapidly accounted for a lot of the smart money in the supermini
sector. Rather unusually for SEAT, it took the company a while to launch a headline grabbing
sporting model in the Ibiza line up and this may have hurt initial sales but the Ibiza has won so
many awards that recognition is building. A used example makes a whole lot of sense.
Launched in February , the fourth generation Ibiza was a good deal more sophisticated than its
predecessor if not quite as sporting. The range was spearheaded by the bhp 1. Supporting this
were a wider range of models powered by a bhp version of the same engine. Petrol buyers
chose from 12 or 1. In late the first properly sporting Ibiza was announced, the bhp
turbocharged 1. This model was positioned to sit just beneath the flagship sports Cupra models
which turned up in the summer of around the same time that the 2. Cupra models are either bhp
1. In the latter stages of , the 1. The spring of brought a fairly major facelift. The cars were given
a sportier edge with aggressive air-intakes carved into the lower reaches of the front bumper. At
the back, the facelifted Ibiza displays its name centrally on its tailgate, below the large SEAT
badge which doubles as the boot release. The Stylance trim was slotted into the mid-range
replacing the SX and S models. The Cupra models were dropped from the range early in and,
further mirroring growing environmental concern in the market, the Ecomotive model was
introduced with its 70mpg fuel economy. Although to many 'platform sharing' may be more
directly attributable to the myopia of the integrated transport policy than the vision of the
Volkswagen Group, it resulted in the fourth generation SEAT Ibiza. Whereas the previous
generation Ibiza's range of qualities failed to float the boat of British buyers, this model went
some way to rectifying its predecessor's shortcomings. Check one out in the metal and first
impressions are that Walter da Silva, the Stylist responsible for this Ibiza, did a good job.
Perhaps SEAT were taking their proposed position as a Spanish Alfa Romeo more seriously
than we at first considered when they poached the man responsible for the Alfa and This is
certainly a car he can be proud of. If you were asked to pinpoint the differences between this
generation and its predecessor it wouldn't be easy, but da Silva kept the basics in place - the
cyclops grille, the chubby posterior and the high waistline - but stroked, smoothed and melded
the lines into something far sleeker. The details are more knowing and better integrated and
he's succeeded in making the car appear far smaller than it actually is, a visual trick that will
appeal to many buyers. Inside, you'll spot a number of VW Group parts, reappearing like old
faces at a school reunion. The window switches, the gear knob, the ventilation controls and so
on are all sourced from that bottomless well that's disparagingly termed the VW parts bin, and
are none the worse for it. The roofline is lower than in Polo and Fabia variants of this era, but
otherwise the cabin holds few surprises other than a rather novel textured plastic that's softly
abrasive but not particularly great looking. That's not to say that da Silva hasn't left his mark
however. The dials are recessed individually into the facia in true Alfa style, giving the cabin a
sportier feel. Trim levels started with the basic 1. Expect to find air conditioning, tinted glass, a
body-coloured rear spoiler, remote central locking, an eight-speaker stereo system, electric
windows, a split-folding rear seat, electro-hydraulic power steering, a pollen filter and twin front
airbags. Unfortunately, three-door customers will have to budget for Sport or SE variants if they
want the really useful 'Access-Plus' front passenger seat. Here, as the front seat is tilted, the
seat cushion lifts and moves forward as the backrest folds, creating a 31cm gap from the B
pillar to the back of the front seat through which rear passengers can pass. When the front seat
is pulled back, everything returns to its original position. A shake up of the trim designations
coincided with the arrival of the Cupra models in mid The Access-Plus seat became an optional
extra on non-sporty 3-door models. Compared to its predecessor, this Ibiza is a dramatic
improvement. Not only is it far prettier, it also utilises its cabin space better, the engine range is
far more economical and the perceived quality has been ratcheted up a good few notches. None
of these factors, however, differentiate it hugely from its rivals. The 1. Not surprisingly, the bhp
is the better choice, being not only faster but rather curiously, much quieter. The lithe 2. The
three-door 2. These come in either bhp TDI or bhp valve turbo form. Good luck. Please fill in the
form here for an exact up-to-date information. Tried and tested engines, the VW-standard quality
auditing and an inherent feeling of solidity all bode well for the Ibiza's reliability. Having been on
sale for such a short duration it's perhaps inevitable that no major faults have emerged, but
watch out for neglected ex-hire cars. The Ibiza is a car where the price differences between
good and bad examples aren't too great, so be fussy. Look for a fully stamped up service
history and reject anything that looks in any way tatty, grubby or vaguely dog-eared. Keeping a
nearly new Ibiza on the road shouldn't prove too expensive. The Ibiza was positioned as a more
dynamic alternative to the Fabia, if not as opulent as the mini-me Passat that is the Polo. The
engine choice runs to three petrol engines and three diesels. The petrol powerplants consist of

a three-cylinder 1. Two 1. There are no rally replica Cupra versions yet, although they must be in
the pipeline. The Ibiza FR's 1. With a turbocharged bhp to call upon, it's capable of notching off
the all important sprint to 60mph in a respectable 8. Using the same engine fitted to the
entry-level Audi TT, the Ibiza FR can even manage an average of 46mpg which means that
younger drivers won't feel the pinch every time they give the accelerator a quick prod. With a
top speed of over mph, the bhp petrol version of the Cupra doesn't hang about. Couple that with
an ability to polish off the sprint to 60mph in just 7. What's more, the bhp diesel version is only
slightly slower against the watch, making 60 in 7. Where the most powerful diesel in the hot
hatch segment scores highest is in terms of fuel economy. Although the 1. If you want a mildly
sporty supermini but don't want to compromise on quality and don't want to end up paying
through the nose, the Ibiza is the logical choice. Once you've sampled it you'll have a lot of
difficulty writing a cheque for anything else. By clicking subscribe you are adhering to our
terms and conditions. Please see our privacy policy for more details. Personal Business. Sales
enquiries: Personal Breakdown Cover. How to pass your driving test Car insurance guides. RAC
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location. Use my location. Search RAC Drive for news, reviews, advice and more. SEAT Ibiza used car review. Get covered. Join now. Get our best motoring stories, delivered. Get the latest
news, reviews and offers to help keep your motoring costs down. You might also like. Sign up
for our newsletter Get the latest news, advice, reviews and offers to help keep your motoring
costs down. Privacy policy Accessibility Cookie policy. Solid but dull. The Spanish company set
out to change this perception with the third stab at making a credible Iberian supermini and they
might just have succeeded. In injecting more personality, more quality and considerably more
money into the development of the Ibiza, SEAT have created a car which more than holds its
own in a tough market sector. With used examples now starting to filter onto the market in
meaningful numbers, taking advantage of famed VW Group build quality in a model which was
conspicuously good value to begin with looks like being as close to a used market dead cert as
it gets. How quaint, how featherlight they seem, parked next to the Series Three car. SEAT has
certainly come a long way from the days of being an Iberian Lada, something for the domestic
market only. Now an established European big-hitter, the company needed a small vehicle
capable of punching above its weight in a big pond. A qualified success then for the VW Group.
Launched in October , the Ibiza range was available with a choice of two petrol and two diesel
engines. The 60bhp 1. Trim levels started at a base or S-spec 1. All this changed in August ,
when SEAT radically realigned the Ibiza range, deleting all of the previous designations bar the
three-door 1. The newly configured range consisted of a three door 1. In October the bhp
three-door 1. Finally realising that handicapping a car with a name like. Left with the 3 dr 1. The
Ibiza range remained largely unchanged until it was eventually replaced by a new series early in
Even SEAT don't try to pretend that this Ibiza is exactly where they want to be in their quest to
become a kind of Iberian Alfa Romeo, but everyone seems agreed that it's a dramatic step
forward. Which is quite something for what is essentially a dramatic facelift. The Spaniards
used parent company VW's cash well to dramatically lift the appeal of their best selling model.
Over 6, changes were made in order to seriously frighten market rivals like Ford's Focus and
Vauxhall's Astra as well as others like the Golf, Peugeot's and Honda's Civic. To be fair, all of
these alternatives are very slightly bigger than the Ibiza: in compensation however, the SEAT
has a significantly smaller price tag. Whilst this may confuse buyers, getting a car bigger than
many of its supermini rivals certainly has benefits. As well as class-leading internal dimensions,
the Ibiza is very well equipped. Indeed, all post August models are fitted with alloy wheels and
air conditioning. Both the Ibiza and Cordoba ranges share the same visual tweaks, supposed to
suggest a family likeness to the larger Toledo. You'll find a similar look at the nicely resculpted
rear, where the prominent badge handily doubles up as a boot release. Of more interest to most
customers however, will be the changes made to the interior. The cabin is, quite simply,
unrecognisable from that of the old model. A screen mounted in the centre console displays
time, exterior temperature and climate-control air conditioning settings. More supportive seats
and a three-spoke airbag-equipped steering wheel also add to the quality feel. Not that there's
any more space inside - though cabin room remains closer to a Focus than a Fiesta. Golf and
Astra customers might find the cabin a little narrow but otherwise, there shouldn't be too many
complaints, even if you're travelling four-up. Safety too, was a Spanish development priority.
Amongst the many passive safety features, you'll find standard twin front and side airbags, side
impact protecting door bars, the very latest crumple zone technology, seatbelt pre-tensioners
and doors that can still be opened after a very heavy impact. Other reassuring features include
a high level rear brake-light, advanced bifocal headlamps, a collapsible steering column and
front seats equipped with reinforced bases to prevent occupants from 'submarining' beneath
their seatbelts. Only a centre rear three-point seatbelt is missing. Please fill in the form here for

an exact up-to-date information. Tried and tested engines, the VW-standard quality auditing and
an inherent feeling of solidity all bode well for the Ibiza's reliability. Having been on sale for
such a short duration it's perhaps inevitable that no major faults have emerged, but watch out
for neglected ex-hire cars. The Ibiza is a car where the price differences between good and bad
examples aren't too great, so be fussy. Watch out for thrashed Cupra models and be aware that
some buyers may find the bright yellow colour a trifle specialist, making it difficult to sell on.
Look for a fully stamped up service history and reject anything that looks in any way tatty,
grubby or vaguely dog-eared. Keeping a nearly new Ibiza on the road shouldn't prove too
expensive. Whilst all Ibiza models have a certain verve to them, buyers interested in
performance will certainly look to the Cupra sports models. The three-door bhp 1. The
improvements to suspension and body rigidity across the Ibiza range have resulted in a huge
reduction in body roll and an astonishing improvement in refinement: this is now probably the
quietest car in its class. SEAT claims a decibel cruising speed noise improvement over the
previous model. In pursuit of better ride and handling, the suspension has been re-tuned and
the standard power steering set-up given more feel. The result is that even the entry-level 1. On
the move around urban areas, the Ibiza's more natural habitat, the car remains as nippy and
manoeuvrable as its predecessor. So then, it's fun to drive. Which is all well and good when the
conditions are right. But not much use when it's pouring with rain outside Sainsbury's, you've
the supermarket mega-shop to cram in and every seat in the car's already taken. Fortunately,
lifting the tailgate reveals an impressive litres of boot capacity before folding the rear seat. Over
the last few years SEAT have steadily carved out a reputation as the best place to go for quality
at a reasonable price. Given that the residual value of the marque's offerings doesn't begin to
approach that of Volkswagen or Audi, a used SEAT is the best way to buy into the VW empire at
sensible prices. The Ibiza range is reliable, reasonably stylish and beautifully bolted together.
Opt for the 1. It's best to buy at least a two year old Cupra model, due to its high depreciation,
so the market may well have to play catch up with the bulk of these cars, the same applying
even more resolutely to the Cupra R. Track down a good one and you'll have one over on every
Polo, Golf and A3 driver you see. It doesn't get much better than that. By clicking subscribe you
are adhering to our terms and conditions. Please see our privacy policy for more details.
Personal Business. Sales enquiries: Personal Breakdown Cover. How to pass your driving test
Car insurance guides. RAC Drive. Greater London Change location. Your location is currently
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advice and more. SEAT Ibiza - used car review. Get covered. Join now. Get our best motoring
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offers to help keep your motoring costs down. Privacy policy Accessibility Cookie policy. It is
SEAT's best-selling car. From the second generation version onwards, SEAT formed part of the
German automotive industry concern Volkswagen Group , and all further Ibiza generations, as
well as the rest of the SEAT model range, were built on Volkswagen Group platforms, parts and
technologies. The Ibiza spans five generations, among which it has debuted twice in its second
and in its fourth generations a new platform of the Volkswagen Group. All of them were the top
seller model in SEAT's range. In , an estate version, called Ibiza ST, was launched. Introduced in
the Paris Motor Show , the SEAT Ibiza Mk1 codenamed A entered production in the 'Zona
Franca' assembly lines on 27 April [3] and proved to be a success for the Spanish manufacturer,
as it sold 1,, units until the launch of its second generation in This version, while it established
the now classic Ibiza shape, was advertised as having "Italian styling and German engines":
having its bodywork been designed by Giorgetto Giugiaro 's Italdesign , [4] and being prepared
for industrialisation by the German manufacturer Karmann. The gearbox and powertrain were
developed in collaboration with Porsche , thus named under licence System Porsche. Despite
Porsche's direct involvement in the Ibiza's engines, it was only after paying a royalty of 7
German marks per car sold back to Porsche that SEAT gained the right to put the ' System
Porsche ' inscription on the engine blocks. By the time Giugiaro was assigned to the Ibiza
project, his previous proposal for the second generation of the Volkswagen Golf had been
rejected by Volkswagen. So when SEAT approached him with the proposal for a spacious
supermini class contender, that particular project was reincarnated as the first generation of the
SEAT Ibiza. The luggage capacity started from litres and increased to 1, litres after folding rear
seats. It was launched on the United Kingdom market in September , when the brand was
launched there, along with the Malaga saloon. After a slow start, sales picked up and reached
the 10,a-year milestone by the end of the decade. The interior space was good but styling was
fairly unimaginative even though it was known for having a rather quirky interior instrument
layout, marked by a lack of control stalks. The indicators were operated by a rocker-switch , and
the headlights by a sliding switch. The Ibiza Mark 1 received a very light restyling in early with a

moderate facelift in the exterior, an entirely new, less radical interior, and many mechanical
modifications. Most obvious is the shift from a black plastic grille with seven bars to one with
four body-colored ones, with some models receiving new side moldings. The interior was all
new, with new seats and a new steering wheel, while the gearbox was thoroughly redesigned,
and the brakes and steering improved. A more thorough restyling was launched in under the
name New style , although by now an all-new Ibiza was being developed. All engines were
inline-four -cylinder units, front transverse mounted: [10] The 0. The 1. The SEAT Ibiza Mk1 took
part in several rally events and formed the basis on which the Campeonato SEAT Ibiza de
Rallies was organised by the SEAT Sport division in , [14] however its most notable rally version
has been the all-wheel drive Ibiza Bimotor , manufactured in and equipped with two engines
each one delivering power to the front and rear axle respectively. It entered production in June ,
as the Eagle, and was redeveloped and rebadged into the Nanjing Yuejin Soyat in late Other
than the Emelba variants, further Ibiza Mk1 derivative models have been produced from several
companies, like the Anibal Raider and Podadera models. It was based on the modified platform
of MK3 Golf. The Ibiza was regularly the best selling car in Spain and sold relatively well in the
rest of Europe, helping SEAT increase its sales figures significantly from onwards. In the
exterior, the facelift of the Ibiza Mk2 introduced apart from the revised front and rear end, new
styling cues such as the first-seen tailgate-mounted SEAT badge that doubles also as a boot
release switch when pushed swinging open the rear door, while in the interior the changes
included a newly designed dashboard along with new door panels. The Ibiza's 1. Under
Volkswagen's ownership, SEAT was marketed as a sporty and youthful brand, whose cars were
sold at competitive prices. SEAT later introduced a more powerful hot hatch , dubbed Cupra,
and equipped with a turbocharged 1. SEAT was not involved in the World Rally Championship
after the season , until , when, after an year gap, they returned with an Ibiza 1. That same year,
Erwin Weber won the first place in the two-wheel drive category in the Acropolis Rally , with
Antonio Rius in second place. The Copa Ibiza 16V also made its debut that year. The model line
up includes two hot hatch variants, the Ibiza FR and Cupra, which compensate for the lack of
Polo hot hatch variants the Polo GTI wasn't launched until SEAT's parent company, that a part
of it up to 50, units annually would be transferred to Volkswagen's own plant in Bratislava,
Slovakia. Apart from the more aggressive styling, it was larger than the previous two
generations, with room for five adults, and a spacious if rather short boot. The standard trim
level on this model is noticeably higher than previous models. This is regarded by some
magazines to be the best supermini, with What Car? The facelifted third generation Ibiza was
made from to In , slight cosmetic changes were made to both the interior and exterior, but is
otherwise the model is very similar to the original one. The top petrol versions use a 1. There
are also 2 special editions of the Ibiza Cupra R. The second one is the Last Edition only
distinguishing with new interior logo on the front seats and the gear knob. The model range
features a 5-door hatchback, a 3-door version and a 5-door estate, the latter was added in Q4
The 2. In September , the Ibiza's SportCoupe and 5 door range was extended with the further
addition of the new 1. There are many different trim levels for the Ibiza Mk4. The facelift model
was launched at the Geneva Motor Show , and sales began shortly thereafter. The facelift
consisted of a light exterior and interior refresh. The Ibiza ST is 4. Two new engine options were
introduced with this model, a PS 1. The Ibiza received a second, more thorough facelift in The
interior as well as the exterior have been changed. According to SEAT, the interior raw materials
used are higher in quality and the overall design is more driver focused and ergonomic. The
centre console is more accessible and there are multiple new technology additions. It is
equipped with a multifunctional steering wheel, ambient lighting and an integrated navigation
system along with Full Link technology. Mirror Link technology, through the second generation
MIB infotainment system, also replicates the smartphone screen when a compatible device is
plugged in. Full Link is also compatible with both Android and Apple smartphones. The safety
features included are: day running full LED lights, parking assist with audio warnings and a
rear-view camera which provides live video from the rear of the car to make the driver aware of
obstacles when reversing. Externally, the biggest difference is full LED lights. A range of
Volkswagen Group's new 1. It is based on the MQB A0 platform. Engine options include the 1.
Debuting at the World RX of Portugal , the vehicle has had a best result of fifth in the French
round of the season. Reliability has been mixed. Auto Bild endurance tests from showed the
Ibiza had achieved not only the "best result of any car in the VW Group" but also the "best
result for a small car in the history of the AutoBild , km endurance tests". From Wikipedia, the
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â€” M. Remix â€” Jazzanova. Lead Vocals â€” Melistar , Miss Kittin. Mixed By â€” Dave The
Hustler. Written-By â€” F. Stallings Jr. Producer, Written-By â€” G. Producer â€” Eric Hilton ,
Rob Garza. Remix â€” Love From San Francisco. Vocals [Uncredited] â€” Jocelyn Brown.
Producer â€” Jeff Wayne. Licensed From â€” Fire Recordings Ltd. Licensed From â€” L'Attitude
Ltd. Licensed From â€” N. Licensed From â€” Mercury Records Ltd. Harris Licensed From â€”
G. Made By â€” Zomba Records Ltd. Track published by Universal Music. Licensed courtesy of
XL Recordings Limited. Track published by Universal Music Publishing. Licensed courtesy of
Mushroom Records. Track published by Music Market Publishing. Licensed courtesy of Irma
Records. Recorded in Swingtime. Licensed courtesy of Lifelike, part of Accidental Records.
Track published by Copyright Control. Licensed courtesy of Creative Technologies. Track
published by Yellow Brick Road Music. Licensed courtesy of Jazzanova-Compost-Records. An
original sound recording made by Zomba Records Limited. Licensed courtesy of Pepper
Records. Track published by Warner Chappell. Licensed courtesy of Inertia. Licensed courtesy
of The Echo Label Limited. Produced at The Wurx. Licensed courtesy of Ninja Tune. Track
published by The Karminsky Experience Inc. Licensed courtesy of The Karminsky Experience
Inc. Licensed courtesy of Fire Recordings Limited. Track published by Sony Music Publishing.
Mixed at The Echo Chamber, London. Licensed courtesy of Twisted Records Limited. Licensed
courtesy of N. Licensed courtesy of Defected Records Limited. Licensed courtesy Incentive
Music Limited. Produced for XP2 Productions Inc. Licensed courtesy of Skint Records. Track
published by Suono Edizioni. Recorded at Recycle Studios, Sacile, Italy. Produced and mixed
for Z Productions. Monsoon appear courtesy of Mercury Records Limited. Licensed courtesy of
Palm Pictures. Licensed courtesy of Universal Music Licensing Division. Track published by
Ruckbank. Licensed courtesy of V2 Records GmbH. Recorded in Geneva, Switzerland. Licensed
courtesy of City Rockers. Licensed courtesy of Versatile Paris. Licensed courtesy of R. Track
published by Garza Y Hilton Music. Licensed courtesy of 4AD Limited. Licensed courtesy of
Mantis Recordings. Licensed courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment Inc. Track published by
Dickiebird Music Publishing Co. Mix produced for Musicmix Limited. Mastered at Heathmans
Mastering. The release is housed in a standard jewel case with a flip tray to hold both discs with
front and rear inserts, which in turn is housed inside a cardboard slipcase. Close Ad. Basement
Jaxx â€”. Zero 7 â€”. Black Mighty Orchestra â€”. Doctor Rockit â€”. Explorer 3 â€”. Bent â€”.
Faithless â€”. Preacher Man Producer â€” Doc. Jazzanova â€”. Groove Armada â€”. Hefner â€”.
Mono â€”. Propellerheads â€”. DJ Food â€”. Skinny â€”. Skylab â€”. The Egg â€”. Slusnik Luna
â€”. Shakedown â€”. Matt Darey Feat. Marcella Woods â€”. X-Press 2 Feat. David Byrne â€”. DB
Boulevard â€”. Jakatta â€”. Maxi Jazz â€”. Starchaser â€”. Deep Dish â€”. Kings Of Tomorrow
â€”. Jay Dee 2 Feat. Nova Casper â€”. Ian Pooley â€”. What's Your Number? Felix Da Housecat
â€”. What Does It Feel Like? Birds Producer, Written-By â€” G. Jamyang â€”. Teesha Producer,
Written-By â€” G. Thievery Corporation â€”. Kimbu Kimra â€”. Nuyorican Soul â€”. Freedom To
Move â€”. Skip to main content. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure

transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from mymediaworld Sold by mymediaworld Details. Ships from. Sold by. Save with Used - Very
Good. FREE delivery: March 11 - Ships from: Bahamut Media. Sold by: Bahamut Media. This
item is in good working condition. The box or case may have some signs of previous wear but it
is generally in nice shape. We will ship the item within 24 hours normally. Please feel free to
email us with any queries either before or after purchase. See more. Only 1 left in stock - order
soon. Ships from and sold by Bahamut Media. Have one to sell? Sell on Amazon. Image
Unavailable Image not available for Color:. See all 3 formats and editions Hide other formats and
editions Price. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Chillout Session V. Various Artists. Audio CD. Next page. Customers who
bought this item also bought. The Chillout Session. Register a free business account. Product
details Product Dimensions : 5 x 5. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Ministry of Sound does yet another chillout album of downtempo
grooves, but this time the theme is Ibiza, the international version of Daytona Beach for
clubbers. On this double CD, MoS gives us a disc of soothing tracks, coupled with a second
disc of dance numbers that are uplifting but not too extreme. After all, it's Sunday morning after
a hard night of clubbing, and the last thing you need is music that will bring back the hangover
you tried so hard to get rid of. But the disc has a welcome surprise in the form of the
ever-soulful Jazzanova, who are represented with the track "Bohemian Street. In my school of
music, "Chillout Sessions Ibiza " gets an A-. I travel internationally alot, so I am always looking
for music to play on long flights that is complex yet laid-back yet sophisticated. This one is a
winner. There are 40 tunes by various groups, some going back 4 or 5 years, but so what? A
great song is a great song no matter how old it is. And the great variety means you can listen
over and over and hear something new every time. I've listened to this album a few times nowI
really want to like it but it's just not doing it for me. There are a few good songs, notably
"Romeo" by Basement Jaxx and a cool track featuring David Byrne, but for what this CD costs,
it's not worth it. There are some songs on here that don't make any sense at all--for instance, it
has "Life in Mono" by Mono--that song came out ages ago; what is it doing on a compilation?
Save your money and go for another compilation. This one is just not very good. Awesome
songs that will take you through space and time. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Verified Purchase. Played it hundreds of times as it is so warm sounding and easy to
listen to. Great track order aswell. CD1 started with Romeo which gets on my nerves a tad but I
can forgive those Jxx boys as they have had red alert which I have danced to many times off f
my tits. So, you are lucky this time Jaxx boys. Not a bad cd1 just I would have maybe done a
little differently. Report abuse. Great all good. Yet another trip down the chillout
range rover 2006
exhaust fan wiring diagram
suziki cultus
memory lane. Some beauties on this album, and one or two bumers, but a great album never
the less. Replacing a stolen copy. Good working condition. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

